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Abstract—Fault-tolerant disk arrays rely on replication or erasure-coding to reconstruct lost data after a disk failure. As disk capacity increases, so does the risk of encountering irrecoverable read errors that would prevent the full recovery of the lost data. We propose a three-dimensional erasure-coding technique that reduces that risk by guaranteeing full recovery in the presence of all triple and nearly all quadruple disk failures. Our solution performs better than existing solutions, such as sets of disk arrays using Reed-Solomon codes against triple failures in each individual array. Given its very high reliability, it is especially suited to the needs of very large data sets that must be preserved over long periods of time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major challenges facing the storage community is finding efficient ways to store enormous amounts of data and preserve its integrity over time periods that can span decades. There are already several archives that exceed ten petabytes. Such a ten-petabyte archive would require ten thousand one-terabyte disks. Suppose that we group these ten thousand disks into one thousand disks arrays each with ten data disks and we add enough redundant storage to each individual array to give it a 99.99 percent reliability over the lifetime of the archive. As the reliability of the whole archive is the product of the reliabilities of its constituting elements, that reliability would only be 90.5 percent. As a result, traditional solutions that worked well for much smaller data sets become inadequate.

Cost is another factor to consider. Mirroring is a popular solution for storing small to medium-size data sets. It is less effective for very large archives as it would double the hardware cost and the power consumption of an already costly storage system. At the same time, solutions that provide higher reliability with a lower space overhead become much more attractive.

We present a storage architecture that satisfies these two criteria. Conventional linear RAID arrays consist of several data disks and one parity disk. We extend that approach to a three-dimensional space and organize our data disks in such a way that each data disk participates in three distinct parity groups. As a result, the contents of these disks are protected against all triple and nearly all quadruple failures. Another advantage of our approach is its low space overhead. A three-dimensional array with \( n_p \) parity disks can protect the contents of up to \( \binom{n_p}{3} \) data disks.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

Two-dimensional RAID arrays, or 2D-Parity arrays, were investigated by Schwarz [1] and Hellerstein et al. [2] who noted that these arrays tolerate all double disk failures but did not investigate how they reacted to triple or quadruple disk failures. More recently, Lee patented a two-dimensional disk array organization with prompt parity updates in one dimension and delayed parity updates in the second dimension [3]. Pâris et al. [4] presented two-dimensional RAID arrays that reorganized themselves after a disk failure and noted that all two-dimensional RAID arrays tolerated most triple failures. More recently, Pâris et al. [5] investigated two-dimensional RAID arrays consisting of \( n_p \) parity disks and \( \binom{n_p}{2} \) data disks and showed that this architecture protected the contents of the data disks against all double and most triple failures. Uehara presented several MeshRAID organizations [6, 7].

3. OUR TECHNIQUE

Before introducing three-dimensional RAID arrays, let us briefly describe the two-dimensional RAID organizations on which they are based. Consider the two-dimensional RAID organization described in Fig. 1. It consists of four parity disks, labeled \( P_1 \) to \( P_4 \), and six data disks, labeled \( D_{12} \) to \( D_{34} \). These disks are organized in such a way that [5]:

1. Each parity disk is on a separate parity stripe;
2. All parity stripes intersect with each other;
3. These intersections contain a single data disk;
4. All data disks belong to exactly two parity stripes.

Figure 1. A two-dimensional RAID organization using four parity disks to protect the contents of six data disks against all double disk failures.
Adding a fifth parity disk to the array, would allow us to form an additional parity stripe and place four new data disks on this stripe, all located at the intersection of the new parity stripe with one of the extant four parity stripes. More generally, adding an additional parity disk to an array with \( n_p \) parity disks would allow us to add one additional data disk to each of the extant \( n_p \) parity stripes disks for a total \( \left( \frac{n_p + 1}{2} \right) \) data disks and \( n_p + 1 \) parity disks. As all data disks belong to two distinct parity stripes, the array can recover from all double failures without losing any data. [5].

Moving from two to three dimensions is the most natural way to increase the protection afforded by two-dimensional arrays. To keep the duality between parity stripes representing segments and data disks represented by segment intersections, we introduce the notion of parity plane. A parity plane consists of a certain number of data disks and one parity disk that contains the exclusive or (XOR) of the contents of the data disks.

Our new organization will be defined by the following four properties:

1. Each parity plane contains a distinct parity disk;
2. All parity planes intersect with each other;
3. The intersections of three parity planes contain a single data disk;
4. All data disks belong to exactly three parity planes.

As all data disks belong to three distinct parity planes, these three-dimensional RAID arrays will be able to recover from all three failures without losing any data.

Figure 2 represents a three-dimensional RAID array with four data disks and four parity planes. As we can see, the four intersecting planes \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \) and \( \delta \) define a tetrahedron with six edges and four summits, and each of these summits defines a data disk, to which we attach the labels of the three intersecting parity planes. Because each data disk is on three distinct parity planes, the array will be able to recover from all triple disk failures without any data loss.

Observing that all parity planes intersect with each other and each intersection of three parity planes consists of a single data disk, we can see an array with \( n_p \) parity disks—and the same number of parity planes—will hold \( \left( \frac{n_p}{3} \right) \) data disks.

Since each data disk is on three separate parity planes, each parity plane will contain \( \frac{3}{n_p} \left( \frac{n_p-1}{2} \right) \) data disks. For instance, a three-dimensional array with 6 parity disks will contain 20 data disks and each parity plane will contain 10 data disks and one parity disk.

Let us now consider how three-dimensional arrays react to quadruple failures. As long as these failures involve unrelated disks, the array will be able to recover without any data loss. The sole exceptions are:

1. The failure of a data disk and its three parity disks: both the data on the data disk and the parity information needed to reconstruct them is lost.
2. The failure of two data disks and the two parity disks they do not share: since the data disks share their two other parity disks, we cannot use them to recover the contents of the two data disks. Figure 3 illustrates this case.
3. The failures of three data disks occupying the three summits of one side of a tetrahedron formed by four parity planes plus the parity disk of the parity plane that contains the three data disks: recovery is prevented because the data disks also share their other parity planes. Figure 4 illustrates this case.
4. The failure of four data disks such that none of the four failed disks belongs to a parity plane that is not shared with one of the three other disks: recovery is then impossible because each parity plane contains a single parity disk and can only recover from a single disk failure within the parity plane. We have to distinguish here among three possible scenarios:
Let \( n_d = \binom{n_p}{3} \) denote the number of data disks in a three-dimensional array with \( n_p \) parity disks. Out of the \( \binom{n_p + n_d}{4} \) possible quadruple failures the array can experience, we can enumerate:

1. \( n_d \) distinct failures of a data disk and its three parity disks;
2. \( \binom{n_d}{2} \) distinct failures of two data disks sharing two parity planes plus their two other parity disks;
3. \( 4 \binom{n_p}{4} \) distinct failures of three data disks forming the summits of one of the four sides of a tetrahedron plus the parity disk of the parity plane that contains the three disks;
4. \( \binom{n_d}{4} \) distinct failures of four data disks forming the summits of a tetrahedron;
5. \( 9 \binom{n_p}{6} \) distinct fatal failures of four data disks placed at the summits of a truncated pyramid: there are \( \binom{n_p}{5} \) distinct truncated triangular pyramids formed by the intersection of five parity planes and 6 of the \( \binom{n_p}{6} \) possible positions for the four failed disks are safe.
6. \( 14 \binom{n_p}{6} \) distinct fatal failures of four data disks placed at the summits of a hexahedron: there are \( \binom{n_p}{6} \) distinct truncated triangular pyramids formed by the intersection of five parity planes and 56 of the \( \binom{n_p}{6} \) possible positions for the four failed disks on a given pyramid are safe.

As a result, the fraction of quadruple failures that will result in a data loss is

\[
\alpha = \frac{n_d + \binom{n_d}{2} + 8 \binom{n_p}{4} + 9 \binom{n_p}{5} + 14 \binom{n_p}{6}}{4}.\]

This ratio quickly decreases with the size of the array: it is already less than 4 percent for an array with 15 disks and becomes less than 0.5 percent for all arrays with 43 disks or more. As a result all three-dimensional arrays with 15 disks or more tolerate nearly all quadruple failures.

Table I summarizes the properties of small to medium-size three-dimensional RAID arrays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parity disks</th>
<th>Data disks</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Space Overhead</th>
<th>Disks per plane</th>
<th>Tolerated faults</th>
<th>Coding overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.929</td>
<td>1.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.982</td>
<td>1.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.993</td>
<td>1.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.997</td>
<td>1.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.998</td>
<td>2.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.999</td>
<td>2.251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
describing our model, solve this system and use the formula Laplace transforms of the system of differential equations state <2> and so on until the system returns to state <0>.

As we can see, three-dimensional RAID arrays with 26 to 64 disks offer an attractive combination of relatively low storage and coding overheads.

IV. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Estimating the reliability of a storage system means estimating the probability \( R(t) \) that the system will operate correctly over the time interval \([0, t]\) given that it operated correctly at time \( t = 0 \). Computing that function requires solving a system of linear differential equations, a task that becomes quickly intractable as the complexity of the system grows. A simpler option is to use instead the mean time to data loss (MTTDL) of the storage system, which is the approach we will take here.

Our system model consists of an array of disks with independent failure modes. Whenever a disk fails, a repair process is immediately initiated for that disk. Should several disks fail, the repair process will be performed in parallel on those disks. We assume that disk failures are independent events and times between consecutive failures for a given device are exponentially distributed with mean \( \lambda \). In addition, we require repairs to be exponentially distributed with mean \( \mu \). Both hypotheses are necessary to represent our system by a Markov process with a finite number of states.

Figure 8 displays the state transition probability diagram for a three-dimensional RAID array with \( n_p \) parity disks and \( n_d \) data disks for a total of \( N = n_p + n_d \) disks. State <0> is the original state where all \( N \) disks are operational. Should one of the disks fail, the system would move to state <1> with an aggregate failure rate \( N \lambda \). A second failure would bring the system to state <2>, and a third failure would bring the system to state <3>. As we have seen, only a fraction \( \alpha \) of all possible quadruple failures will result in a data loss. Hence the two failure transitions from state <3> are:

1. A transition to the failure state with rate \( \alpha (N - 3) \lambda \).
2. A transition to state <4> with rate \( (1 - \alpha)(N - 3) \lambda \).

As long as the total number of nodes in the array remains small, the possibility that the array will experience a quintuple failure during its lifetime will remain very small. We can thus safely neglect the probability that the array will survive a quintuple failure and assume that all quintuple failures will result in a data loss transition from state <4> to the failure state.

Recovery transitions are more straightforward: they bring the array from state <4> to state <3>, then from state <3> to state <2> and so on until the system returns to state <0>.

As we did in our previous studies [5], we compute first the Laplace transforms of the system of differential equations describing our model, solve this system and use the formula

\[
\text{MTTDL} = \sum_{i=0}^{d} \left( \text{MTTDL} \right)!
\]

to compute the MTTDL of our system.

For instance, the MTTDL of a three-dimensional RAID array with 6 parity disks and 20 data disks is

\[
\frac{133735225d^4 + 11846961 \mu d^3 + 1001589 \mu^2 d^2 + 61603 \mu^3 d + 1950 \mu^4}{7800 \lambda^4 (82225 \lambda^2 + 178 \mu)}
\]

Figure 9 displays on a logarithmic scale the MTTDLs achieved by three-dimensional arrays with respectively 26, 42 and 64 disks. We assumed a disk failure rate \( \lambda \) of one failure every one thousand hours, which is slightly less than one failure every ten years. This rate is at the high end of the failure rates observed by Pinheiro et al. [8] as well as Schroeder and Gibson [9]. MTTDLs are expressed in years and repair times in days.

As we can see, the three arrays exhibit MTTDLs that exceed ten million years when failed disks are promptly replaced and one million years when the replacement process takes several days. While these very large MTTDLs may appear irrelevant, we can use them to compute the probability that the array will lose no data during its lifetime. Assuming an array lifetime of five years, and observing that array long-term failure rates do not significantly differ from their average failure rates over their first five years, we can convert the MTTDLs into utilities using the formula

\[
R_d = \exp\left(-\frac{d}{\text{MTTDL}}\right)
\]

where \( d \) is a five-year interval expressed in the same units as the MTTDL. We can then see that a MTTDL of ten million years corresponds to a 0.999999 probability of no data loss over a five year interval while a MTTDL of one million years correspond to a 0.9999995 probability of no data loss over the same time interval.

We also compared these MTTDLs with those that could be obtained by two other disk array organizations. The two benchmarks we selected were:

1. A pair of disk arrays with 10 data disks and 3 parity disks each: this organization offers the same storage capacity and the same storage overhead as a three-dimensional RAID array with 20 data disks and 6 parity disks.
The failed disk plus one of the parity disks of that stripe. The conventional RAID array loses a data disk, it needs to read the archival storage systems. With low update rates and high reliability requirements such as archival disks. As a result, these arrays are best suited to applications one third of the aggregate update bandwidth of their parity update rates of three-dimensional RAID arrays cannot exceed Since all updates must be propagated to three parity disks, the distinct data disks and parity disks while most other solutions failures require all updates to be recorded on at least four necks. All storage arrays that protect against triple disk failures without data loss.

Figure 10 summarizes our results. As we can see, the three-dimensional RAID array achieves MTTDLs that are 4.5 to 7.5 times better than those obtained by the pair of RAID arrays with triple parity. Both organizations provide MTTDLs much higher than those obtained by the three-way mirroring organization and the two-dimensional RAID array. This should not surprise us as three-way mirroring and two-dimensional RAID arrays only protect data against double disk failures while the two other organizations can tolerate triple disk failures without data loss.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a three-dimensional RAID organization where each data disk belongs to three parity planes and each parity plane contains a single parity disk. As our organization requires all parity planes to intersect and prevents more than three planes from sharing a common intersection, we can place a maximum number of data disks at each intersection of the three parity planes. The outcome is an organization that requires $n_2$ data disks to protect its contents against all triple failures and at least 98 percent of quadruple disk failures, thus performing much better than organizations storing all data in triplicate and significantly better than other triple-parity RAID organizations. Its sole limitation is its relatively low update bandwidth, which restricts its use to applications with low update rates and high reliability requirements such as archival storage systems.

More work is still needed to evaluate the impact of correlated failures on three-dimensional array reliability and investigate other three-dimensional organizations.
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